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A home project of considerable proportions, which grew
from a pupil's interest in making her home kitchen more con-
venient, and aroused the interest of her entire family, devel-
oped from school time and labor-saving study. Weeks of
study and work are briefly reported here.
MARY G. HELPS IMPROVE HER HOME
Interest is aroused through a school project. Mary G., an eighth
grade pupil, lived in a small city. When working in the home-
making rooms at school she learned to arrange the furniture and
equipment so that they suited the purpose for which they were
intended. Mary became interested in how to make more space
in the kitchen at home. Miss Evans, her teacher, directed her to
study Home Improvement bulletins from the Agricultural College
and the Government, and floor plans and motion study layouts
of kitchens. Suggestions she read about and changes she thought
were needed in her home seemed too ambitious for her to attempt.
Miss Evans asked and received permission to go home with her
after school to have a visit with her and her mother. At this time
they decided that, although the family felt the kitchen needed
many things, the time was not right for making them. Miss
Evans then suggested that Mary make a model of the changes
which seemed most needed, building it to the scale of the real
kitchen so that they could see what proportion of space might
be saved if changes could be made, and what minor changes might
be made to improve the real room.
Study and planning lead to making a model. Mary was skepti-
cal at this stage of her thinking, but the beauty of some pictures
of modem kitchens persuaded her to begin her model. An oblong
carton with dimensions approximately in proportion to the real
room was obtained. Mary worked out a scale of dimensions, plans
were made on paper, then real work began.
The carton became a kitchen in miniature* The walls of the
carton were cut down to correct height so that the entire interior
was in proportion. Cardboard equipment and furniture like that
then in the room was shaped and moved about to study old and
new arrangements. Impiovements decided upon were as follows.
Two small windows were cut over the sink to admit more

